


• The second sentence of Section 2 (Authorized Use) of Article III (Duties of

Contractor) is hereby deleted in its entirety and replaced with the following:

"Contractor also acknowledges and agrees that it shall not make any re-disclosure

of any Student Data other than as permitted by the DPA."

4. Use of De-Identified Information. In the first sentence of Section 4 

(De-identified information) of Article III (Duties of Contractor), "De-identified information" is 

hereby replaced with the defined term from the DPA "De-Identified Information". 

5. Disposition of Data. Section 5 (Disposition of Data) of Article III (Duties of

Contractor) (Duties of Provider) is hereby amended as follows: 

• "use commercially reasonable eff01is within a commercially reasonable

amount of time" is inserted in the first sentence after "Upon written request
Contractor shall"

• The following sentence is hereby inserted as the second sentence of Section 5:
"LEA agrees to provide written instructions to Contractor about such disposal
or deletion within a reasonable amount of time following the end of a
non-renewed Service Agreement with Contractor."

• "ten (10) calendar days" in the third sentence is hereby deleted and replaced
with "a commercially reasonable amount of time not to exceed thirty (30)
calendar days"

6. Additional Acceptable Uses of Student Data. Section 6 (Additional Acceptable

Uses of Sh1dent Data) of Aliicle III (Duties of Contractor) of the DPA is hereby amended as 

follows: 

b. "Data" is replaced with "Student Data" and "Contract" is replaced with "DPA"

Subsection III(6)(b).

c. "the third-party contractor" is replaced in both instances with "Contractor" in

Subsection III( 6)( c ).

e. Data" is replaced with "Sh1dent Data" and "the third-party contractor" is

replaced with "Contractor" in Subsection III( 6)( e ).

f. The following language is hereby inserted into this DP A as Subsection

III(6)(f): "to identify for a student nonprofit institutions of higher education or

scholarship providers that are seeking students who meet specific criteria: (i)

regardless of whether the identified nonprofit institutions of higher education or

scholarship providers provide payment or other consideration to the Contractor;

and (ii) only if the Contractor obtains authorization in writing from: (A) a

student's parent through the student's school or LEA; or (B) for an adult student,

the student."
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